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Excimer laser photolysis studies of translational-to-
vibrational energy transfer In collisions of H and D atoms
with CO

Charles A. Wight and Stephen R. Leone )

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics. National Bureau of Standards and University of Colorado
and Department of Chemistry, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309
(Received 3 December 1982; accepted 7 January 1983)

Translational-to-vibrational excitation of carbon monoxide is observed as a result of collisions of high energy
H and D atoms with CO. The fast atoms are produced by excimer laser photolysis of H2S, D2,S, HCI, HBr, or
HI at 193 or 248 am. Detection of time and wavelength-resolved infrared fluorescence is used to quantify the
CO vibrational state excitation. The CO (v = I - 6) state distribution from H (H2S, 193 nm, E,. = 2.3 eV)
+ CO collisons is 0.74*0.15, 0.15*0.01, 0.08*0.01, 0.01*0.01, 0.02+0.01, and 0.01+0.01. The

corresponding state distribution from D (D2S, 193 nm, E_ = 2.2 eV) + CO is 0.79:0.19, 0.13*0.01,
0.05'*0.02, 0.02*0.02, 0.01+0.01, and 0.01 A0.01. Rotational excitation is at least as significant as
vibrational excitation, based on estimates of the total energy transfer, Measurements of the relative vibrational
excitation efficiency as a function of initial H atom energy show that the fraction of translational energy
converted to CO vibration increases by more than 300% as the initial H atom energy is increased from 1.0 to
3.2 eV. Good qualitative agreement is found between the experimental results and classical trajectory
calculations carried out for collinear collisions of H and D atoms with CO using a simple repulsive interaction
potential.

I. INTRODUCTION sions with fast H atoms.' The fraction of excited HCI

Energy transfer between translational and internal molecules that is produced by nonreactive T-V excita-

degrees of freedom plays an important role in the char- tion and reactive H atom exchange has been determined

acterization of excitation and relaxation mechanisms in in a subsequent study by investigation of H + DCl and
D + HCl collisions. 9s

energetic environments such as chemical reactors or

plasmas. Interest in this area has been high because Here, we have undertaken an investigation of inelastic

developments in new lasers, laser-selective chemistry, collisions between H atoms and CO. These collisions
and laser isotope separation are often critically depen- are different from the previous H + HCI cases because
dent on the control of energy transfer pathways. Many the CO bond strength is sufficient to prevent chemical

studies have explored vibration-to-translation (V-T) reactions under these conditions. One of the most in-
energy transfer by monitoring vibrational relaxation teresting aspects of this study is that although no chem-
rates in various gases as a function of temperature.' ical reactions with CO can occur, the H + CO collision

On the other hand, most information concerning trans- takes place on the potential energy surface correspond-
lation-to-vibration (T-V) energy transfer has come ing to the bound free radical HCO, where chemical
from molecular or ion beam scattering and energy loss forces can play a potentially significant role in deter-
spectroscopy. Excellent reviews of both V-T 2- 4 and mining the collision and energy transfer dynamics. The
T-V 3, 5' 6 energy transfer studies have been published, influence of this attractive surface on V-T energy trans-

Recently, a new technique for investigating T-V ex- fer was recently examined in a shock tube study of CO

citation was simultaneously developed in our labora- vibrational relaxation in collisions with atomic hydro-

tory7 and at Brookhaven National Laboratory by Quick. gen. t0 The results were interpreted in terms of intra-

Weston, and Flynn.a Fast hydrogen atoms with ener- molecular vibrational relaxation during the lifetime of

gies of 1-3 eV are produced by excimer laser photol- the HCO intermediate complex. Chemical forces have

ysis of a diatomic or triatomic hydride. Collisions also been implicated in inelastic scattering i of protons

of these fast atoms with other molecules in a flow tube with CO. A theoretical study" has shown that the strong

can excite molecular vibrations directly, or in some attraction between H" and CO can lead to sharp features

cases can induce chemical reactions leading to vibra- in the energy-dependent scattering cross sections. The

tionally excited products. The vibrational excitation resonances are attributed to compound state formation

is monitored by observing infrared emission from in a relatively long-lived HC(r complex. At the high

Av = - I transitions. By recording the time and wave- translational energies in our T-V experiment (1.0-

length-resolved emission following the photolysis laser 3.2 eV), it is unlikely that the HCO collision complex

pulse, earlier studies obtained the population distribu- lives for more than one or two CO vibrational periods,

tion in excited vibrational states of HCI following colli- but the influence of chemical forces on the T-V energy
transfer dynamics is a definite possibility.

a Staff Member, Quantum Physics Division, National Bureau of Several results of Investigations of CO collisions

Standards. with fast hydrogen atoms are described. Population
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4876 C. A. Wight and S. R. Leone: Translational-to-vibrational energy

distributions for excited CO vibrational states are de- TABLE 1. Initial H and D atom translational energies from
termined for HaS and DS photolysis at 193 nm where excimer laser photolysis.
the initial energy of the H (D) atom is 2.3 (2.2) eV in
the center-of-mass frame of the T-V collision. A Precursor A,ar(nm) Ec.,.(eV)a

semiquantitative estimate of the total CO vibrational 1it 193 3.19 (>90'); 2.29 (< 10 ,,)b

excitation is made at other initial H atom energies by HBr 193 2.51 (85'7); 2.14 (15'7) e

using various other H atom precursors and photolysis It2s 193 2.30

laser wavelengths. The results are compared with li)S 193 2.16ld 193 1.84
classical trajectory calculations computed for collinear HI 248 1.82 (50'); 4). 91 (50Y7)b
collisions of H and D atoms with CO using a simple HS 248 0.95
repulsive potential. Finally, an estimate is made for
the total efficiency of energy transfer for the transla- 2ti atom translational energy in the center-of-mass frame of an
tional-to-vibrational and rotational excitation of the CO H + CO collision; laboratory frame energies are approximately
molecules. 4'1 greater.

bqhe two energies result from the two I atom channels,

.'EXPERIMENTAL SECTION I /2
p ) and 1(2P3/ 2 ). The quantum yield for production of

II. E1( 2P 1/2) atoms is from Ref. 13.

A. Apparatus and techniques cThe two energies result from the two Br atom channels,
Br*(2P,/ 2 ) and Br(2P 3/ 2). The quantum yield for Br*( 2

P,/2)
The basic experimental technique involves the photo- atoms is from Ref. 7.

lytic production of translational excited H atoms and
wavelength-resolved infrared detection of molecular
emission to determine the extent of vibrational excita- excited halogen atoms at the wavelengths. used, 7,13 result-
tion in the CO target molecules. A dilute mixture of the ing in bimodal distributions of initial H atom energies.
H atom precursor (H2S, HCI, HBr, or HI) in carbon Hawkins and Houston have shown by laser-induced fluo-
monoxide is pumped through a 30 mm diam glass flow rescence of SH that photolysis of HaS at 193 nm results
tube past the laser photolysis region by a liquid-nitro- in a nearly monoenergetic distribution of H atom ener-
gen-trapped mechanical pump (Fig. 1). The excimer gies since very little excess energy appears as vibra-
laser beam enters and exits the photolysis region tional or rotational excitation in the HS fragment. 14 The
through fused silica windows mounted on the sides of H atoms rapidly lose translational energy in collisions
the tube with 25 mm 0-ring joints. Infrared fluores- with CO so that the observations are the result of the
cence is viewed by an infrared detector through a MgF, first main collision and one or two successive collisions
window mounted directly above the path of the laser at drastically lower energies.
beam.

For most experiments with the H2S precursor, a
The initial H atom translational energy is determined premixed sample of 5% HgS in CO is used in order to

by conservation of energy and momentum for photolysis keep the partial pressure of HA in the flow tube as con-
of the diatomic precursors (Table I). Photodissociation stant as possible over long experimental run times.
of HBr and HI produces significant amounts of spin-orbit Prior to sample preparation, H2S is degassed and puri-

fied by vacuum distillation at - 113 'C. Carbon mono-
xide, reagent or technical grade, is slowly passed
through a 1.5 m length of copper tubing immersed in
liquid nitrogen to remove condensible impurities such

was SIGNAL as CO2. There is no detectable difference in the re-

AVERAGER INTEGRATOR suits when the two grades of CO are purified in this
J_ manner. Hydrogen atom precursors other than H2S

. .11P : DIGITIZER are purified by degassing and vacuum distillation.
DIGITIZER They are mixed with purified CO directly in the flow

POWER tube at 5% concentration. The relative concentrations
METER of precursor and CO are monitored by gas flow meters

in the inlet lines. The meters are calibrated with each
gas before and after each experiment. In some experi-

CO ments, the relative concentration of added helium buf-
PUMP fer gas is also monitored in this manner. The total

COLD GAS FILTER pressure of the mixture in the flow tube is measured
_ F-- S " with a capacitance manometer mounted a few centime-

PUMP .- ters downstream of the photolysis region. Typical total
pressure is 7 Pa (1 Pa=7.5x 103 Torr).

INLETS The photolysis source is a rare gas halide excimer
EXCIMER laser operated at 193 or 248 mm. A small portion of
LASER BEAM the beam is sampled by a photodiode, which Is used

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus to trigger the signal acquisition electronics. The re-
showing the photolysls cell, cold gas filter cell, infrared de- mainder of the unfocused laser beam is tightly masked
tector, and signal processing equipment. before it passes through the flow tube to keep stray In-
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frared light produced in the laser discharge'from 4.3 m. A second similar cell with a 2.5 cm path-
reaching the detector. A volume absorbing power meter length was used in some experiments.
behind the flow tube monitors the average laser power The output signal from either of the infrared detectors
transmitted through the cell. The voltage output of the is amplified and recorded by a fast transient digitizerpower meter is integrated so that the observed infrared (2048 channels, 10 ns/channel minimum). A 250 kHz
fluorescence signals may be averaged for many laser or 1 MHz low pass electronic filter is inserted between
pulses and later corrected for small variations in the the amplifier and digitizer to reduce the high frequency
total laser energy for each run. The laser is typically detector noise when the fastest response of the detector
operated at ten pulses per second with pulse energies is not required. The digitized signal is immediately
in the cell of 15 and 60 mJ at 193 and 248 nm, respec- transferred to a digital signal averager where signals
tively. The beam area is approximately 1.5 cm2 as it from 500-5000 laser pulses are summed to improve the
passes through the cell. signal-to-noise ratio. A hard copy of the final ,iveraged

Two different infrared detectors are used to monitor signal is obtained on an X-Y chart recorder and the
the infrared fluorescence from vibrationally excited CO digitized signal is transferred to a microcomputer for
molecules. For wavelength-resolved measurements, a storage and further numerical analysis.
0. 3x 1. 0 cm copper-doped germanium (Ge: Cu) detector
cooled with liquid helium is used. A 77 K circular vari- B. Methodology for determining vibrational populations
able interference filter (CVF) with 2 mm slits transmits If the pressure of carbon monoxide in the flow tube is
a narrow (50-60 cm" FWHM) range of wavelengths in above about 7 Pa, self-absorption of the v = 1 - 0 emis-
the region of interest and blocks room temperature sion causes an apparent reduction in the emission in-
blackbody light. The bandpass of the filter may be con- tensity and a distortion of the low resolution band shape.
tinuously varied by rotating the filter wheel past the slits. The distortion is due to preferential absorption of the
In this way, a low resolution infrared emission spectrum emission associated with the lower rotational levels
of CO is obtained from 1900-2300 cm " . The 77 K back- since these are more populated. In addition to keeping
ground radiation from the filter assembly is greatly at- the CO pressure low, it is desirable to keep the partial
tenuated by a 4 K MgF2 window mounted between the pressure of the H2S precursor molecules at or below
filter and detector element to block wavelengths longer 5% in order to avoid collisions of H atoms with HS dur-
than 10 Wn. ing the T-V excitation. Unfortunately, the signal-to-

In order to deconvolute an emission spectrum, the noise ratio at pressures of CO low enough to prevent
response characteristics of the filter/detector combina- self-absorption is too poor to spectrally resolve the
tion must be carefully measured. First the transmis- emission band shape with the Ge: Cu detector and cir-
sion spectrum of the CVF is determined at several dif- cular variable interference filter. The excited vibra-
ferent positions. The Ge : Cu detector is illuminated tional state populations are therefore determined in
with infrared radiation from a hot Chromel wire which two steps.
is dispersed into a 10 cm" band with a 0.5 m mono- In the first part, a cold gas filter with 15-65 kPa of
chromator. The output of the detector is monitored CO is mounted between the flow cell and the detector
as the monochromator is scanned across the filter to remove all of the emission from v = 1 - 0. Self-ab-
transmission region. To determine the sensitivity per sorption of emission from higher levels is negligible,
photon of the filter/detector combination, the flux of a so the pressure of the CO in the experimental cell may
reference blackbody emitter is measured as a function be increased to about 70 Pa. Above this pressure the
of the CVF setting. The output of the detector is com- vibration-to-vibration relaxation rates of the CO(v)
pared with the calculated blackbody transmission come too close to the response time of the detector and
through the CVF to construct a curve of relative sen- signal acquisition electronics. A low resolution spec-
sitivity vs CVF setting. trum of emission for levels v : 2 is then obtained by

The second detector used in this study is a liquid- recording the time-resolved emission at many differ-
cm nSb detector equipped with ent CVF settings. With the spectroscopic constants"s

nitrogen cooled 1.27 and transition moments1"' 7 of CO and the measured
a fixed frequency room temperature bandpass filter detector characteristics, the emission spectrum is
which transmits the entire CO emission spectrum.whic trnsmis te enireCO eisson sectum.deconvoluted to determine the relative populations for
This detector has higher overall sensitivity because decvol tter the etvopution for
of its large area and is used to make both the measure- te Ibratin es v he econv
ments of relative emission intensity vs initial H atom
energy and the intensity ratios of CO(v = 1) to total In the second part of the population measurement, the
CO(v) emission. Both detectors are used In conjunc- relative population of the v = 1 level Is determined with
tion with a 1 cm pathlength cold gas filter cell equipped the lnSb detector by measuring the emission intensity
with sapphire windows and mounted between the photoly- in the presence and absence of the CO cold gas filter.
sis region and the infrared detector. This cell is The signal-to-noise ratio In this experiment Is large
evacuated to transmit all of the emission or is filled enough that the pressure of CO In the experimental cell
with 15-65 kPa of CO at room temperature to absorb may be reduced to a point where self-absorption is
all of the v = I - v = 0 emission. The cell has sapphire negligible. The intensity observed with the cold gas
windows and may also be filled with CO* to test for the cell filled is divided into Its various vi 2 components
possible presence of emission from this impurity at using the previously determined relative populations.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 78, No. 8, 15 April 1983
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4878 C. A. Wight and S. R. Leone: Translational-to-vilsrational energy

TABLE i. Rotationless vibrational at every filter waveiength setting. The total calculated
transition dipole moments and Einstein intensity at each setting is obtained by summing the in-
coefficients for v 1 transitions in tensities at each frequency v, for all the vibrational
CO. transitions weighted by their relative populations, viz,

v RU. 1 DR- ADSV,) Nvl) •(3)
1 0.1040 a  33.4
2 0. 147a  64.3
3 0.1790 91.8 The population deconvolution is accomplished by mini-
4 0. 206 a  116.9 mizing the sum of the squares of the deviations between
5 o. 2 38b 150.1 calculated and experimental data points using the N,, as
6 0 . 2 5 9 b 170.9 adjustable parameters. The minimization condition oc-

curs whenaReference 16 (Young and Eachus).
bReference 17 (Weisbach andhrn) [1(v,) I"t(v,) 1' 0(4)
Chackerian). dN6 1.13

cA , - 64 r , 3 1 Rv 1 
21/3h. for each N,. The experimental emission intensity at

each filter setting i is given by I*0t(vi ) and the N,, are
dummy variables for the vibrational populations. in

The extra intensity observed when the cold gas cell is this example, the vibrational indices v and k each take
evacuated is then ascribed to emission from the v =1 on values from 2 to the highest level produced in the
level. The relative population in v = 1 is given by T-V excitation. The t = 1 level is not considered since

B-C the cold gas filter removes all of the intensity associ-
N, = F, N.A , (1) ated with that transition.

where C and B are the intensities observed with and Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) and differentiating

without the cold gas filter, respectively. The relative we obtain

populations are N. and the A. are the respective Ein- N] r ) )
stein coefficients for spontaneous emission. The Ein- N [ vivt ,(v) . (5)

stein coefficients used in this study are listed in Table II.
This is a set of simultaneous equations in k with N, as

C. Spectral deconvolution procedure the unknowns and the term in brackets as the coefficients.
In matrix notation this set of equations is expressed by

Data for the spectral deconvolution are obtained by N • Rt = Z 6)
recording the time-resolved emission intensity at many (

different CVF wavelength settings. Several spectra may where
be constructed, each corresponding to a different delay
time relative to the photolysis laser pulse. Each ex- R, = j,,(v,)lI(v) and Z,= I"'t(vi) J,(v,)
perimental spectrum is then fit in a least-squares pro-
cedure to a calculated spectrum corresponding to the Solving for Nv we have simply
sum of emission intensities from individual vibrational N = Zk • (R) "z  

(7)
levels. The parameters to be obtained in this fit are
the relative populations of the levels, N,. The computer program calculates Z and R, inverts R,

The calculated spectrum for each transition is ob - and multiplies the result by Z to obtain the best fit

tained by first constructing a line spectrum consisting populations.

of the individual P and R branch transitions. The wave-
lengths are determined from the known Dunham coeffi- III. RESULTS
cients for CO. 5 The intensities of the lines are given A. Detemination of vibrational populations
by

64r¢,=7 jR' , 12F,.,(J7d'r 1) exp(-E 0 /kTrot) A time-resolved infrared signal obtained with the
SI QXWGe : Cu detector at one filter wavelength setting is shown

(2) in Fig. 2. Because the H atoms have very high veloc-
where I has units of photons molecule-' s" . The rota- ity, the collision rate is initially 106s " . The rise timewher I hs unts o phoonsof the T-V signal is faster than the response time of
tional dependence of the square of the vibrational tran- the tt a eler (han apears tombe

sitin dpol moentI Rt 12is ive bytheHeran' the detector and electronics (I l~s) and appears to besition dipole moment IR I2 is given by the Herman- copeedrnthtim. ibao-ovbaine-

Wallis factor F,,,.¢, which is close to unity for at = 1 complete during that time. Vibration-to-vibration en-

transitions in CO. 16 The form of Eq. (2) assumes a ergy transfer slowly reduces all of the higher vibration-
al states to v = 1, which is invisible due to the presence

Boltzmann distribution of rotational levels character- af tae o s fit,.whi is de to tpesof the cold gas filter. The fast decay at short times
ized by a temperature The line strength factor (t < 5 s) following the laser pulse is due to relaxation
is given by J +X + 1, and Erot and Qrot are the rotational of high rotational levels produced in the collisions of
energy and partition function of the emitting level. fast H atoms with CO. On the high and low frequency

For each vibrational transition, the line spectrum is sides of the emission spectrum, production of the high
convolved with the measured CVF transmission function J states results in this extra intensity at short times.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 78, No. 8, 15 April 1983
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.25 , 1 2

w E20 -s0

2

0 20 40 60 80 2
Time (gus) 10

F'IG. 2. Infrared emission signal from CO at 2205 cm-1 (filter 0.
transmission FWIIM 60 cm -1) following 193 nm photolysis of CL
a 5'_ mixture of HS in CO. Total gas pressure in the photol- W 5
vsis cell is 66.7 Pa. The emission is viewed through a 2.5 >
em long cold gas filter cell containing a 6.67 kPa of CO. Sig- F._
nals from 1,0O pulses were averaged to otain this trace. Te L v=4
initial rapid decay is due to high rotational states which are 2

excited by the ti atoms.

I h 1 _vl _ _ _ lt5l ._

This extra intensity quickly decays away upon rotational 0 10 20 30 40 50
relaxation. Toward the center of the emission spectrum TIME (.asI
the relative depletion of low J states causes a loss in
intensity at short times and an apparent slowing of the FIG. 4. Relative populatiors of the t, 2-6 levels vs time

rise time of the signal. At delay times longer than following the photolYsis laser pulse. Experimental conditions
are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3. Note the expanded verticalabout 5 ,.s, the emission is consistent with a Boltzmann saefrtehge irtoa ees

rotational state distribution throughout the spectrum.

Infrared signals at specific delay times are collected

from runs at many different filter wavelength settings
and ormlizd fr sallvaratins n lserenegy. tive to the laser pulse. The deconvolution procedure,and normalized for small variations in laser energy.

Small corrections are also made for variations in filter /  as described in the previous section, requires that the

detector sensitivity and window transmission functions, rotational state distribution be known. After the initial

The data are then assembled to construct low resolu- 5 jps, good fits are obtained using a room temperature

tion emission spectra such as the one in Fig. 3. Rela- Boltzmann distribution of rotational states. Extrapola-

tive populations for the levels t' -- 2 are determined by lion of the vibrational populations to t = 0 from the data

the least-squares fitting procedure for several spectra after rotational relaxation is complete makes it unneces-

corresponding to progressively longer delay times rela- sary to assume the rotational populations at very short
times. The extrapolation values reflect the vibrational
populations after the T-V excitation is complete but be-
fore any appreciable vibrational relaxation has taken

Wavelenqgh (4m) place.

10 52 0 4S E 44 The relative populations in r = 2-6 are shown as a
function of delay time for one run in Fig. 4. Vibrational
levels from r = 2 to v = 6 are considered in the decon-
volution program. Inclusion of higher levels has no

V 6 significant effect on the results. Similar experiments

4 F'are performed using DS to produce D atoms. The rela-
live populations at zero delay time for the v -2 levels

w V/ 3 are presented in Table III for the H(HS) + CO and
2 V-5 D(DS) + CO experiments.

0 0 0 The relative contribution from , =1 emission is de-MO 2100 21660 200 2300

Wvenumber (cm') termined by measuring the time-resolved emission using
a broadband infrared filter to transmit the entire wave-

FIG. 3. Low resolution emission spectrum of CO. Experi- length range of the CO(v = 1-6) emission. Infrared sig-
mental conditions are the same as in Fig. 2. Each point rep- nals measured with and without the cold gas filter are
resents the observed emission intensity at 15 ps following the shown in Fig. 5. Both traces exhibit the expected fast
photolysis laser pulse. The solid line through the points is
the best fit calculated emission spectrum from the vibrational initial rise time of the T-V excitation. The second
population deconvolution procedure. Also shown are the con- trace (with the cold gas filter) shows the V-V relaxation

tributiona to the total spectrum from each of the vibrational of the v ?! 2 levels. The trace showing emission from
levels 1' 2-6. all of the excited levels (without the cold gas filter) ex-

J. Chem. Phyl.. Vol. 78, No. a, 15 April 1983
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4880 C. A. Wight and S. R. Leone: Translational-to-vibrational energy

TABLE Ill. Summary of population deconvolution results for ll + CO and 1) # CO Tf-V transfer.

Collision Relative populations2

system Detector 1, 1 r, 2 r 3 v 4 v 5 v 6

II + CO Ge: Cu .. 0.15 i 0.01 0.07 10.01 0.01 0.111 0.03 0.01 0.01 *0.01
H+CO Ge: Cu ... 0.149, 0.03 0.078 i 0.003 0.016 0.003 0.010 f 0.003 0.010 1 0.003
It+ CO Ge: Cu ... 0.15 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 10.01 0.011 0.01 0.01 *0.01
H + CO lnSb 0.74 0. 1 5 b

D+CO Ge: Cu ... 0.13( 0.01 0.06 10.01 0.02 t 0.01 0.00, 0.01 0.01 f 0.01
D+CO Ge: Cu ... 0.13 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02. 0.01 0.01 0.01 0. 0210.(11
D+CO Ge: Cu ... 0.13 0.01 0.04+0.01 0. 02t0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 10. 01
D+CO lnSb 0.79 t 0.19c

H+CO Final Populations 0.74 t0.15 0.15f0.01 0.0810.01 0.01 f0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01f0.01
D+CO Final Populations 0.79+0.19 0.13.0.01 0.05t0.02 0.02+0.02 0.0110.01 0.01+0.01

kQuoted uncertainties are f 1 standard deviation. el(v: 1)/I(' - 2) - 1.46 1 0.3; ten determinations.
bl 1) 'l(r 2) 1.13 t 0.02, six determinations.

hibits a slight increase in intensity with time. This is be seen as extra intensity at short times in Fig. 5(b).
because the higher vibrational levels cascade down to In the case of Av = 1 transitions in CO, the transition
v= 1 by V-V transfer. Each v =n molecule produces intensity varies only slightly with rotational quantum
n v = 1 molecules which have a slightly higher total number. The extra intensity at short times is most
emission intensity than the original molecule. De- likely due to transitions from high rotational levels of
pletion of the v = 1 level by vibration-to-translation en- v = 1 which are not blocked effectively by the cold gas
ergy transfer occurs on a much longer time scale. filter. When helium buffer gas is added to the flow tube,

the relaxation time associated with the high rotational
Evidence of extensive rotational excitation can again levels becomes much shorter without significantly af-

fecting the observed vibrational relaxation.

The infrared intensities such as in Fig. 5 are extrapo-

(a) WITHOUT COLD GAS FILTER lated to t = 0 disregarding the small intensity increase
6 due to rotational excitation. The average ratio of the

v = 1 contribution to the v - 2 contribution was found to
>. 5- be 1. 13± 0.2 for six determinations. Thus, slightly

more than half of the total intensity is from t, =1 mole-
S-cules. The relative v = 1 population is calculated to be

0.74* 0.15 from Eq. (1). Approximately half of the un-Z 3- certainty in the v =1 population originates from uncer-

z tainties in the v - 2 populations. Experiments using
0 2Y)DS as a D atom precursor yield results that are verysimilar to the H atom experiments. The populations of

tu the v - 2 levels are determined in exactly the same way
0 0 - as the H atom experiments. The intensity ratio of t = 1/
U v - 2 was found to be 1.46 * 0.3 from ten cold gas filter
1 3(b) WITH COLD GAS FILTER measurements. Results for each of the spectral decon-
P volutions and intensity ratio measurements are sum-

2 - marized in Table III.
W

n iThe vibrational population distributions are also pre-
sented in Fig. 6. It is immediately evident that the

- population distributions for H and D atom excitation are
identical within the experimental uncertainty. In both

0 100 200 300 400 cases, v = 1 has the highest population and the excitation
TIME (/.s) probability drops off sharply with the higher excited

levels. Examination of the deconi'oluted emission sec-
FIG. 5. infrared emission signal from CO recorded with the trvlsi Fig.i3,ishow the ntes io the
lnSb detector through a broad band infrared filtcr. Total pres-

sure of the 5'" H2595'? CO mixture in the photolysis cell is v = 5 and 6 levels is significant although the uncertainty
8. 0 Pa. Trace (a) was recorded by averaging signals from in the population is large. The apparent population

1000 pulses (193 nm) with the cold gas filter cell evacuated, inversion between v = 4 and v = 5 in the H + CO results is
Trace (b) was recorded under identical conditions except with probably not significant. It is also important to note that
57 kPa of CO in the cold gas filter cell to block emission from there is no probe of the population remaining in v = 0 in
CO(v- 1). The extra Intensity at t < 40 is Is probably due to this experiment.
highly rotatlonslly excited levels of v = I which are not blocked
by the cold gas filter. Although the population distributions for v = 1-6 are
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cluding thermal background radiation, pressure fluc-
074±0.15 tuations, fluctuations in the pulse energy of the photol-

z S 93mysis laser, and imperfect reproducibility of the CVF
O \\ H(H2S, 193tim, 2.3eV)+CO2.-v\.COsetting. The signal-to-noise ratio for intensity vs time

\ plots such as in Fig. 2 depends on the number of laser
0. \pulses that are averaged. For typical data used in the
0 N
oL spectral deconvolutions (500 laser pulses per CVF set-

t ting) the uncertainty in the intensity at the peak of the
> \emission spectrum near 2100 cm 1 is less than 10%.

It is not easy to determine directly how noise in the-J
,, \ ±0o0 spectra affects the uncertainty in the results of the
- \ 008±0.010 population deconvolution. By evaluating the results at

0P ' 1± 01ErO0.01±0.O1 several different delay times, however, the uncertainty

2 3 4 5 6 in the populations due to random errors is evident in
Fig. 4. The extrapolations to t=0 appear to be quite
smooth, so the uncertainty in the intercept may be de-

o.79±0.19 termined by the quality of the linear fits of population
z \71 vs delay time (Fig. 4). In principle, the slope data in
0

D(DS. 193nm, 2.2eV)+CO Fig. 4 contain information on the V-V deactivation
.4 rates of CO(v). The observed trend qualitatively agrees

with the known V-V transfer rates. 1 9 A second major
9.
o source of error stems from the intensity ratio measure-
0. ments with and without the cold gas filter. The final in-

> tensity ratios given in Table IlI are averages of several
determinations (six for H+CO; ten for D + CO), and the

-4 1quoted uncertainties reflect the scatter in those mea-

J 0.13±0.01 surements.

M 0.05.02 0.01 ±001 Several precautions are taken to eliminate systematic
j 0 O.2.O... 0.01_001 or nonrandom errors during data acquisition. Samples

I 2 3 4 5 6 of HS (D2S) and CO are premixed before the experi-
VIBRATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBER ments so that the pressure ratio of the reagents remains

FIG. 6. Relative vibrational population distributions in constant during each run. The infrared detectors are
CO(- 1-6) following excitation by H and D atoms produced by allowed to cool for several hours before beginning an
193 nm photolysis of H2S and D2S. experiment to make sure that thermal equilibrium of

the filters, and hence their final transmission spectral
shift with temperature, is attained. For the wave-
length-resolved measurements, data for one complete

nearly the same for H or D atom excitation, the total run are obtained by scanning the CVF through the emis-
emission intensity is found to be 2.8 * 0.3 times greater sion region in big steps, but three or four times in the
with the HXS precursor than with the DS precursor at an same direction. In this way, no two data points at ad-
equal concentration. This difference cannot be attributed jacent wavelengths are taken consecutively. When cold
to a difference between the H and D atom yields. The gas filter measurements are made, the filter cell is
average absorption cross section of four carefully pre- evacuated and filled each time while in place so that the
pared samples of DS was measured to be 7.6(. 0. 1) optical geometry remains undisturbed. For several
x 10-18 cm2 , base e at 193 nm. Similarly, the cross runs, CO is added to the cold gas filter to check

section for HgS at the same wavelength is 6.4(* 0.2) against the possible presence of CO1 impurity emis-
x 10'1S cm*, which is in good agreement with the value sion at 4. 3 Wn. This shows no discernible effect on
of 6. 6x 10"1 cm' given by Watanabe and Jursa. ' Since the results, indicating that CO2 emission is negligible.
the same electronic transition is excited in H2S and
D2 S, it is unlikely that a difference in photodissociation It should be noted that the vibrational populations are

quantum yield is responsible for the lower emission dependent on the accuracy of the Einstein spontaneous

intensity in the D* CO experiments. Confirming experi- emission coefficients used in the deconvolution and in

ments using the reaction H + Br 2 - HBr() + Br show that Eq. (1). Further refinement of the Einstein coefficients

the relative yields of H and D atoms from HrS and D2S in Table 1I will require modification of the populations

are the same as the relative absorption cross sections, listed in Table I1.

within experimental uncertainty. In an experiment of this type, Ideally one would like

B. The n chavecte" of the popultion to determine the probabilities of exciting individual vi-
brational states for a single collision at a well-defined

We first consider some of the sources of error in the energy. Some aspects of this experiment cause the ob-
overall population determination and estimate the uncer- served state distributions to be slightly different from
tainty in the final results. Uncertainty in the Infrared those of the Ideal experiment; these are not errors, per
emission intensity stems from a number of sources in- se, but a limitation of the technique which should be
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RATIO OF H+He/H+CO COLLISIONS cient to reduce theCO emission intensity by half, the
0 2 4 6 8 CO pressure is only one third of the helium pressure.1. I ' I ' I I I

.0 - - If we take van der Waals radii for He, CO, n and EP
(f atoms as a measure of the relative molecular dimen-
, sions, this means that the hydrogen atoms suffer only

0.i \two collisions with CO for every four collisions with

z \helium atoms under these conditions. It is therefore
o reasonable to conclude that CO is even more efficient
'n \ than He for removing translational energy from the fast

hydrogen atoms.
04 For the T-V experiment, this result has the conse-

o
U . quence that the observed vibrational distribution is pre-
w 0.2.dominantly due to the first one or two collisions of the
>.0. H atom with CO molecules. Because the secondary col-

lisions are at lower energies, the observed distribu-
-J
" 00 20 40 tions are probably weighted toward lower v's (especially
X 0 20 40 60 v = 1) compared to the distribution expected for single

HELIUM PRESSURE (Po) collisions. The populations in higher vibrational levels
must come almost exclusively from the first collision.FIG. 7. Relative CO emission intensity followving 193 nm

photolysis of HS/CO"'He mixtures as a function of added heli-
um pressure. The partial pressures of HS and CO in the C. Translational energy dependence of T-V excitation
photolysis cell are 0.33 and 6.34 Pa, respectively. The When other hydrogen atom precursors and photolysis
emission intensities are recorded with the lnSb detector and a laser wavelengths are used to vary the initial H atom
broadband infrared filter. The cold gas filter cell is evacu-
ated. energy, the resulting CO emission intensity is not suf-

ficiently strong to permit the full deconvolution of the
vibrational populations. However, the relative vibra-
tional energy in the CO molecules may be compared for

recognized when interpreting the results. For example, different H atom energies by measuring the total emis-

because the response time of the infrared detector is ionient ith the oaand

slower than the initial collision rate, it is not possible infrared filter. To a very good approximation, the

to determine vibrational state distributions that are emission iteni o ae d a chiation a t e

characteristic of a single collision of the H or D atoms emisp ion totetstins tci e nt iTable v-

with a CO target molecule. Secondary and tertiary col- whichpinpturnnis verytnearlytproportioncleto thebvib11-
lisins t sucesivey loer ransatinaleneriesun- which, in turn, is very nearly proportional to the vibra-

lisions at successively lower translational energies un- tional energy of the emitting level. As a consequence

doubtedly contribute to the vibrational population dis- thoal emisson tenityis proportiona ontetonc

tributions shown in Table III and Fig. 6. In addition, vibrational energy of the CO molecules, regardless of

H atoms may suffer a velocity changing collision with theractuallpopulation ditributioncamong thealeves
an HS mlecle efor enounerig a O mlecle. the actual population distribution among the levels.

an H2 S molecule before encountering a CO molecule.

The latter effect is minimized by keeping the concentra- The observed intensities are corrected for the differ-

tion of H2S at or below 5%. None of the CO vibrational ent photolysis cross sections of the H atom precursors

excitation may be attributed to T-V collisions of the HS at 193 or 248 nm. To obtain the relative fraction of H
photodissociation fragment, since, by conservation of atom translational energy that is ultimately converted to
energy and momentum, this particle has at most 0.07 CO vibrational energy, the corrected relative intensities
eV translational energy, which is less than one quan- are divided by the initial H atom energy. This quantity
tum of CO vibration. is plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of initial H atom energy

and shows that the efficiency of T-V energy transfer in-
In order to gain a semiquantitative indication ofthe creases by more than 300% over the range 1.0-3. 2 eV.

relative importance of secondary collisions in the ex- Two points are given in Fig. 8 for the HI precursor at
periment, helium buffer gas is added to the H/CO mix- 248 nm because a bimodal distribution of H atom ener-
ture in the flow tube. Helium is an efficient moderator gies s produced in that experiment (see Table I). It is

of the H atom translational energy through elastico not possible to distinguish how much of the observed
mentum transferring collisions. The average fraction emission is attributable to the H atoms at each of the
of the translational energy lost to the buffer gas in each two initial energies, so both points are plotted as a re-
hard-sphere collision is given by sult of a single observable. Bimodal distributions also

-'/E = 2m, mg/(m, + mt)' , (8) occur for HBr and HI photolysis at 193 nm but only a
which depends only on the masses of the two particles.2°  single point is presented for each of these experiments

whic deend ony onthemases f th tw paticesY since the quantum yields for excited state halogen atoms
At this level of approximation, a hydrogen atom loses are she (Table 1).
about 80% of its initial energy in only four collisions
with helium atoms. As helium is added to the mixture D. Classical ory calculations
in the flow tube, the CO emission intensity decreases
(Fig. 7) because helium competes effe, tively with CO A set of classical trajectory calculations is com-
to slow the H atoms. At a buffer gas pressure suffi- puted so that qualitative features of the T-V experi-
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I t1 ditional 31 trajectories are computed for the opposite
5- collision geometry (H, OC). The curves in Fig. 9 rep-

resent the average fraction of the H atom (or D atom)

(Her, 1S3nm) energy that is converted to classical CO vibration for
41 all 62 trajectories.

4 Several interesting aspects of the calculations are

(MCI, 193mn) worth noting. At very low translational energies, the
classical oscillator gives up some energy to transla-8 I, 093nn tion. This occurs to a greater extent for H+CO than

E for D + CO. Between 0.3 and 1.2 eV, the translation-

Ito-vibration excitation with H atoms is more efficient
X than D atoms. At energies greater than 1.2 eV the

C IIH2S, 193nm) fraction of translational energy that is converted to vi-
w bration approaches a constant value. Excitation by

tE 2 deuterium atoms is more efficient in this range because
Cmomentum coupling between the heavier D atom and di-

- -248nm) atomic oscillator is greater when the masses of the in-
eteracting particles are more nearly the same. At low
I energies, the greater efficiency of the H atoms for con-

verting energy between translation and vibration may
1be ascribed to their higher velocity relative to D atoms

at the same energy.

U I 0 Semiclassical formulations of T-V energy transfer
10 10 30 4.0 efficiency also make the same prediction of a decreasing

Initial H Atom Energy (eV) velocity dependence with increasing translational ener-

FIG. S. Infrared emission intensity from (o following excita- gy. t1 The probability of exciting the v =0- I transition
Iion by H atoms from photolysis of different precursors at 24S is proportional to the Fourier component of the time

Ior 3 am. The intensities are corrected for differences in varying interaction potential at the frequency of the di-
,hotolysis cross sections of the precursors at the appropriate atomic oscillator. As the velocity of the particle in-
wavelengths and are then divided by the initial translational creases, the collision becomes "sudden" with respect
energy of the II atoms to show the energy dependence of T-V to the motion of the oscillator and the Fourier compo-
energy transfer efficiency. The intensity observed for Photol- nent at the oscillator frequency is proportional to the
vsis of III at 2-1 nn is represented by two points since a
bimodal distribution of H atom energies is produced in that relative translational energy of the collision partners.
experiment (see the text). Although semiclassical treatments such as Landau-

Teller theory23 have been quite successful for describ-
ing V-T relaxation at low collision energies, quanti-
tative predictions are unreliable at energies greater

ment can be correlated with theoretical predictions. than a few tenths of an electron volt due to terms which
The calcutations are restricted to a collinear collision are neglected in the formulation of the theory. 2 It should
geometry and the CO molecule is treated as a classical
harmonic oscillator that initially contains 1080 cm-t of
vibrational energy corresponding to the quantum me- 0.20
chanical zero point. The interaction potential energy
function is assumed to be a simple repulsive exponen-
tial of the form 015- D+CO

V(x) =A exp(- x/L) , (9)

where x is the distance between the H atom and the H+CO
nearer atom of the CO molecule. For potential func- 0.10

tions of this form, the dynamics of the calculation are
independent of the value of A.' The characteristic
length L is chosen to be 0.017 nm because in the ener- 0.05-
gy range 0-3 eV, the potential closely resembles
van der Waals potentials obtained from elastic scat-
tering measurements of H atoms with CO at low ener-
gies.22 Each trajectory is computed by numerically in- 0.00
tegrating the equation of motion of the three interacting I I I
particles until the H atom is far enough away from the 0 I 2 3 4
CO oscillator that the collision can be considered INITIAL H ATOM ENERGY(eV)
"oe r." For each initial H atom energy, 31 trajec- FIG. 9. Calculated T-V energy transfer for H 4 CO and D + CO
tories are calculated for H + CO collisions correspond- collisions as a function of translational energy. For details of

I ing to different initial phases of the oscillator. An ad- the classical trajectory calculations, see the text.
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be noted that by restricting the calculations to collinear many collisions with, He than with CO. Only a small
geometries, we have neglected possible effects of CO fraction of the energy transfer may be attributed to mo-
rotation in the T-V processes. Collision geometries mentum transferring (T-T) collisions because of the
which can lead to high rotational excitation (T-R) in the large difference between the masses of H and CO. The
CO molecules are not considered. Keeping this in mind, bulk of the transferred energy must be divided between
we may qualitatively compare the results in Figs. 8 and vibrational (T-V) and rotational (T-R) excitation of the
9 where the relative T-V efficiency is plotted as a func- CO molecules. On the basis of the results in Fig. 7
tion of initial H atom energy. It is gratifying to see that and the calculated energy transfer to He in Eq. (8),
in both plots, the fraction of energy converted to CO vi- more than 80% of the H atom energy appears to be
bration increases in the region 1-3 eV. A somewhat transferred to CO in the first two collisions. The av-
stronger energy dependence is observed in the experi- erage internal energy of a CO molecule that has suf-
ments than Is p-edicted by the calculations. It may be fered one of these collisions would be in excess of 0.9
that the relative velocity dependence of T-V efficiency eV. This energy corresponds to 3.4 vibrational quanta.
is underestimated in the calculations compared with The observed population distributions place an upper
the experiments because the collision geometry is re- limit of only 0.4 eV on the average vibrational energy
stricted to be collinear. Alternatively, the collinear in CO molecules that have undergone a collision with
calculations may not correctly predict the energy at an H atom. This value assumes that the population in
which the T-V efficiency levels off. v = 0 is zero; in fact the average vibrational energy is

expected to be much less than this value. In any case

IV. DISCUSSION it is apparent that a very large fraction of the H atom
energy must be converted to rotational excitation of the

Considering the total energy available in the collision CO molecules. High rotational excitation in H+ CO col-
between the fast H atom and the CO molecule, the vibra- lisions was recently reported by Wood, Flynn, and
tional energy observed in the target molecules is quite Weston. 24 Because the velocity of both H and D atoms
modest. For example, the 2.3 eV hydrogen atoms from is fast compared with rotational motion in the CO tar-
193 nm photolysis of H2S could conceivably excite CO get molecules, the D atoms are expected to lose a
directly to the v = 9 level. The experimental results, greater fraction of their translational energy due to
however, show that the excited level with the highest better momentum coupling. Thus the influence of mul-
population is v = 1. The populations of the higher vibra- tiple collisions on the overall excitation efficiency is
tional states drop off rapidly with increasing quantum probably more significant for H atom excitation be-
number and there appears to be no significant popula- cause secondary and tertiary collisions occur at higher
tion above v = 5 or v = 6. Since the populations are derived energies compared with D. This effect is further en-
from analysis of infrared emission intensities, there is hanced by the fact that as the H atoms lose energy, their
no direct probe of the population remaining in the ground relative T-V efficiency remains greater compared with
state. This trend of decreasing population with increas- D atoms, due to their greater velocity. For these rea-
ing quantum number is in agreement with other experi- sons, the overall excitation efficiency is a much more
mental and theoretical studies of T-V energy transfer.6"1  sensitive indicator of the T-V probability than the vi-

brational distribution.
The vibrational population distributions resulting from

H atom and D atom excitation at 2.3 and 2.2 eV, respec-
tively, are the same within experimental uncertainty. How well should classical models for collinear col-
Yet the absolute emission intensity, which is a more lisions predict the experimental observations? We
sensitive probe of the overall excitation efficiency, is might expect that the efficiency of T-V energy transfer

2.8 times greater using the lighter H atoms. This ob- scales roughly as the component of the H atom momen-
servation is in constrast to the results of the classical tum along the CO internuclear axis. ' Excitation to the

calculations, which predict that for collinear collision higher vibrational levels probably comes primarily

the heavier D atoms should be more effi- from "end on" collisions, whereas "broadside" geome-
geomeriestries might lead to high rotational excitation and comn-

cient above 1. 2 eV. Figure 8 shows that the fraction

of energy converted from translation-to-vibration in- paratively little vibrational energy transfer. Because

creases dramatically In the range 1-3.2 eV. The fact the experiments quantify only the vibrational excitation,

that this energy dependence is stronger than predicted it is reasonable to expect that an experimental bias ex-
by the classical calculations suggests that for most ists in favor of detecting collisions at small angles be-bywethetclassical calculationstsrggestshthat foremost
collision geometries, the coupling between the trans- tween the H atom velocity vector and the CO Internu-
lation and vibration is still very sensitive to the rela- clear axis. Ideally, one would like to compare thesetveelocanition s tilleysensit thismy e n ia results with three-dimensional quantum mechanical cal-
tive velocity of the particles. This may explain, Indescribing the H+CO Interaction. Although
part, the greater T-V efficiency of the H atoms. clualnlmtost ra tmdaol' n

calculational methods to treat atomn-diatomilc n and

A second consideration which may contribute to the atom-triatomic" systems have been developed, we are
greater overall efficiency of H atom excitation s the not aware of any results for H+CO or D+CO In the en-
effects of multiple collisions. The helium buffer gas ergy region 1-3.2 oV. Semiclassical models such as
experiments show that CO is a more efficient modera- the Landau-Teller formalism have been developed us-
tor of the fast H atoms than He. At a buffer gas pres- ing first-order perturbation theory, but these models
sure sufficient to reduce the CO emission intensity to are not valid at the high translational energies used in
hall its maximum value, the H atoms suffer twice as this study. For example, the probability of exciting
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v= 0 - 1 in a collinear H + CO collision at 2.3 eV is pre- significant role in dynamics of the T-V collisions in
dicted by Landau-Teller theory to be greater than unity, this case.
a physically unrealistic result. Further, this theory
predicts that the selection rule for T-V collisions is ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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